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Background and context
Origins of this guidance

How to use this guidance

We consulted with stakeholders from across the
climate reporting entity (CRE) reporting spectrum in
the run-up to the release of our consultation
documents in October 2021 and March 2022.
Consistent themes emerged from those discussions
and consultation events, one of which was the need
for clearer signalling from the XRB of expectations
and preferred approaches for those undertaking
scenario analysis at sector level.

The intended audience for the guidance is primarily
CREs, industry bodies and consultants engaged in
developing climate-related scenarios at sectoral scale
in New Zealand. To try to make it as simple and user
friendly as possible, we have co-opted the Taskforce
on Climate-related Financial Disclosure’s (TCFD) sixstep scenario analysis process and built some simple
process steps and key assumption choices around it.
Following an introduction section, those six steps
structure the guidance to follow, with each section
containing specific recommendations on:

In response to that need, we have produced guidance
for those who are starting out on what will be a
‘journey’ of increasing scenario analysis and
disclosure expertise. In doing so we are aiming to set
the floor of expectations, not the ceiling, as we want
to leave space for the growth in sophistication and
ambition that we expect the market will demand.
We are not seeking to dictate what sectors can and
cannot do in developing climate-related scenarios, as
that is beyond our mandate. Rather, we make specific
recommendations in this guidance – at least one for
each of the six-step scenario analysis process – but
these should be read as recommendations rather
than requirements. We are confident that the
understanding of what primary users are looking for
will lead to CREs seeing the value in coherent and
compatible scenarios. Our recommendations are
intended to help to meet that need for those CREs
seeking that outcome.
We are also responding to the needs of primary users
in developing this guidance who want to know what
underpins an entity’s scenario analysis disclosures.

•

•
•

Consistency and comparability decision points
where sectors can make choices which will
optimise the alignment of their approach and
assumptions;
Key outputs which sectors might expect each
step to generate; and
Summary recommendations capturing good
practice considerations in the completion of each
of the six steps.

We firmly believe active participation on the part of
sectors in the development process is essential if
their scenarios are to be decision-relevant. These
recommendations, and the explanatory text
accompanying each step, aim to facilitate sectoral
engagement and participation to as great a degree as
possible.
Figure 10 in section 6 illustrates how we anticipate
the handover from sector to entity-level analysis
should unfold. This handover is important for sectors
to bear in mind as they develop their scenarios.
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Key messages
1

Under NZ CS 1, scenario analysis is
envisaged as a tool to assess strategic
resilience.
This means that it is a creative and primarily qualitative process which
helps CREs to understand and explore the implications of uncertainty.
It is not a modelling exercise to identify and quantify ‘most-likely’
outcomes.

2

Creative, qualitative processes can
nevertheless be made rigorous, replicable and
robust.
We have provided some guide rails that will help to realise that aim in the
four scenario architectures (disorderly, orderly, too little too late, and
hothouse world) set out in section 5 and Appendix 1. Sectors should use
these to help structure their exploratory narratives, and as a stepping off
point for any quantification they choose to undertake.

3

The role and value of the scenarios will ultimately
be determined by the level of sectoral
engagement.
To be plausible and decision-relevant for CREs, sectoral scenario analysis will
require participatory engagement on the part of the sector itself. The expertise,
experience and perspectives of the sector, in combination with external climate,
policy and futures insights, provide the key ingredients for relevant and compelling
scenarios. Entities wishing to use sector scenarios as the starting point for their
own analysis will need to see and recognise their relevance.

4

CREs will need to undertake their own scenario
analysis, building on the findings of sector-level
analyses.
Sectoral scenarios will make individual level scenario analysis easier for CREs,
saving them time, money and resources in bridging to global and national scale
scenarios, pathways and projections of future change. However, the ‘final mile’ of
scenario analysis, placing the CRE’s own business model and strategy at the heart
of the analysis, is a further step that each entity will need to undertake. Section 6
provides an illustration of how CREs can undertake that process.
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Introduction
The role of sectoral scenario analysis in relation to NZ CS 1

NZ CS 1 includes a requirement to disclose
details of how an entity has undertaken
scenario analysis. To help achieve consistent
and comparable disclosures, sectors may
chose to come together to develop sectoral
climate-related scenarios that can then be
used to support entity-level disclosure.

The importance of sectoral scenarios
Primary users, including investors, have indicated a
strong desire for comparability in disclosures, which is
one of the main drivers for the introduction of
Aotearoa New Zealand’s mandatory regime.
However, there is a wide gulf between published
‘meta’ climate-related scenarios from organisations
such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) and what CREs will need to
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?
Entity
scenario
analysis

?
Entity
scenario
analysis

?
Entity
scenario
analysis

Disclosure

Disclosure
Disclosure

understand in order to develop scenarios leading to
consistent and comparable disclosures. CREs need to
be able to bridge the divide between the scales of
analysis available globally and nationally, and what is
relevant to them as an individual entity.
Sectoral scenarios offer the most practical and
flexible means of doing so. Although not a mandatory
approach, sectoral collaboration is likely to provide
greater comparability and lead to higher quality
scenarios, while imposing fewer resource demands on
CREs, compared to CREs undertaking scenario
analysis independently (see Figure 1).
CREs may nevertheless choose to go their own way. If
they do, they should be cognisant that primary users
will be expecting them to clearly account for how their
efforts compare with peers in their sector and across
sectors.

Same
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entities are able
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to interpret
interprets them
them similarly
differently
This translation from the ‘meta’
level down to an individual entity
level can feel like a significant
distance to travel. Sectoral
collaboration can help to ensure
this translation is done in a
consistent way and to a high
degree of quality.
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Figure 1: The role of sectoral scenarios in creating a shared scenario architecture for the use of CREs in New Zealand
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What is required of sector participants
For scenario analysis to work at sector-level, active
participation on the part of the sector is essential. The
work cannot be done by an external provider and
simply handed over for sectoral consideration. It is
vital that those involved in making decisions, planning
the future, and living by the consequences of those
decisions and plans are integral to the process of
scenario development and analysis.
Attempting to analyse and better understand what
the future might plausibly have in store will be, for
many, a departure from their comfort zone.
While we often do this in some form when making
decisions about what to invest in, where to work, or
where to live, we rarely do so explicitly, let alone in
structured group settings. Scenario analysis is an
increasingly common means of doing so, but it
involves grappling with uncertainty, and that requires
an acceptance that logically defensible judgments
must be made where predictive data are impractical
to generate. This forces us to think creatively,
interrogate our own mental models, and make
courageous choices about sharing our views with
others who are doing the same.

The relationship of this guidance with
TCFD guidance
The TCFD has published comprehensive guidance on
the use of scenario analysis in disclosing climaterelated risks and opportunities that is highly relevant
to all CREs.1 The XRB’s guidance is not intended to
replicate or replace that body of work. Its purpose is to
show how the TCFD scenario analysis guidance could
be put into practice at sectoral scale in New Zealand
to promote consistent, comparable and high-quality
disclosures.
This guidance sets out a process for sectors to come
together and collaborate on the development of
climate-related scenarios supporting CRE disclosure
requirements. It assumes some degree of familiarity
with the terminology and approaches underpinning
climate-related scenarios but does not require
expertise in these fields. In building on existing
sources and what constitutes orthodoxy at the time of
writing, it aims to support practitioners and funding
bodies in coming to a shared understanding.

The TCFD has outlined a simple six-step approach to
scenario analysis in its 2020 guidance (Figure 2). It is
based on a commonly employed intuitive logic
approach and is primarily qualitative.
This approach is ideal for sectors coming together for
the first time to undertake scenario analysis. It is also
one that can be consistently adopted by all CREs
disclosing under NZ CS 1, as the TCFD provide ample
guidance supporting its use. A shared starting point
simplifies the task for preparers and gives comfort to
primary users of disclosures that a common approach
to scenario analysis has been followed, whilst
retaining flexibility for differences within and between
entities and sectors.

Additional considerations for financial
institutions will be necessary
Climate-related scenario analysis for financial
institutions is a relatively new area where significant
work is currently underway. Current practice differs
across sectors and jurisdictions and is evolving
quickly. Therefore, practically trying to ensure the use
of similar approaches and assumptions in the financial
sector is difficult.
The TCFD has largely focused on scenario analysis
guidance for non-financial institutions since 2017.
What guidance that has been produced is focused
primarily on the needs and contexts of financial
institutions which are much larger in scale than those
reporting in Aotearoa New Zealand under NZC CS 1.
In this regime we have a relatively narrow legislative
mandate for managers of Registered Investment
Schemes (MIS Managers). MIS Managers can disclose
in respect of the schemes they manage, requiring a
more targeted scenario analysis approach than other
CREs. We also have banks and insurers who need to
have particular regard for the Reserve Bank’s related
stress testing and other requirements.
To address this, we are in the process of developing
additional scenario analysis guidance for financial
entities, which will be available from the XRB website in
due course.
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KEY TASKS AND PROCESSES

STEP
1
Stakeholders

OUTPUTS

Engage stakeholders and assess the external environment
•
•
•

Bring the sector together, along with internal and external experts
to help contextualise climate-related risks and opportunities
Assess past and present trends in physical climate impacts,
climate-related policy changes, and socioeconomic shifts
Identify direct and indirect climate-related risks and opportunities
of relevance to the sector

Briefing paper,
project charter

2
Focal Question

Set the focal question and scope
The TCFD recommend using ‘How could climate change plausibly
affect our [sector], what should we do, and when?’ Sub-questions of
relevance will include:
• What physical and transition risks and opportunities are plausible?
• When, where and how could they materialise?
• What do entities need to know more about in order to prepare?

?
Focal question,
scope, and
timeframe

3
Driving Forces

Identify driving forces and critical uncertainties
•
•
•

Driving forces and critical uncertainties typically include, social,
technological, economic, environmental and political (STEEP)
factors relevant to the focal question
Prioritise driving forces for their influence and uncertainty
Sectors may opt to develop a conceptual model illustrating the
interaction of driving forces with the sector

Driving forces
prioritisation,
conceptual model

4
Outcomes & pathways

Select outcomes and pathways
•
•
•

5
Draft & quantify

Structure scenarios on axes of physical risk vs transition risk
Explore the implications of different pathways leading to 1.5°C
and greater than 2°C warming outcomes
Select outcome and pathway combinations for narrative
development and quantification which are of greatest relevance
and provide the greatest challenge

Scenarios from most
relevant and
challenging pathways

Draft narratives and quantify
•
•
•

Draft scenario narratives which follow a clear internal logic and
develop a plausible pathway through time from the present to the
scenario endpoint
Synthesise any relevant data from other scenarios and projections
which align with the assumptions underpinning each narrative
Generate new data if doing so is feasible and adds value

Narratives, quantified
where appropriate

6
Quality check & review

Quality check and review, apply scenario insights in
strategic management
•
•
•
•

Check the scenarios are plausible, internally coherent, challenging
Complete a final report, documenting steps taken, and the final
scenarios, and make it publicly available
Agree a review and reiteration schedule
Monitor use at entity scale, noting additional CRE requirements

Final report,
monitoring and
reiteration plan

Figure 2: A six-step process for scenario analysis (adapted from 2)
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1. Engage stakeholders
Bring stakeholders onboard and assess the external environment
Bringing together the right blend of industry
leadership, iwi/Māori, climate expertise, and
economic and policy insights is vital when
developing climate-related scenarios at sectorlevel. A diverse mix of viewpoints and
expertise helps to contextualise the sector’s
current position and shed light on the climaterelated risks and opportunities it faces.

1.1 Engage leading stakeholders and
climate reporting entities first
Most sectors in New Zealand have a group of
recognised leaders, often key participants in peak
bodies or sectoral umbrella groups, whose
involvement in a project will serve as a catalyst for
others to join. Securing their involvement early in the
process will likely bring others to the table.
CREs will naturally form the opening list of
participants, but other entities within the sector who
are not yet required to disclose may also wish to
participate. Inviting these additional participants into
the process is likely to be of value.
It is also important to secure the participation of:
• climate science and data providers;
• experts in matauranga Māori;
• policy makers and regulators;
• any relevant advocacy or consumer groups with a
specific interest in the sector; and
• for financial institutions, experts and academics
focused on climate risk transmission channels.
Bringing in perspectives from beyond the sectoral
boundary will minimise the risk of ‘group-think’ and
defaulting to business-as-usual norms.

1.2 Clearly articulate the process to be
followed and its expected outcomes
People frequently approach scenario analysis from
different perspectives, and have very different
expectations of what the process entails and what it
will produce. This is true both within an entity and a
sector. It is therefore important at the outset of a
scenario analysis process to clearly define the
project’s milestones, deliverables and key outputs.
Clarifying how CREs can employ these outputs in their
own disclosure processes is also essential (i.e., how
outputs can be used as inputs for further analysis at
the entity scale). Setting rules regarding avoiding anticompetitive conduct, clear expectations around
collaboration and information sharing, particularly in
areas of potential commercial sensitivity, should be
tackled early in the process.

Consistency and comparability:
Include participants from adjacent
sectors
Sectors do not typically divide along clear lines
without interests, resources and entities overlapping,
so inviting participants from adjacent or
interdependent sectors is likely to be beneficial. For
instance, transport and energy sectors have multiple
interdependencies, as do banking and insurance,
agriculture and forestry. Extending cross-sectoral
invitations to participate in the sectoral analysis not
only broadens the pool of ideas underpinning the
scenarios, it also enhances the coherence between
scenarios developed and facilitates the dissemination
of knowledge.

Finally, contracting a specialist consultant or project
administration team may bridge any capacity gaps
and ensure accountability for progressing the work.
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1.3 Seek out core baseline knowledge
Setting the scene for sectoral participants unfamiliar
with the implications of climate change is often
crucial. Ultimately, participants need to be able to
make informed decisions about how climate-related
risks and opportunities might plausibly affect the
sector in years and decades to come. Doing so will
require an understanding of where and how climaterelated risks and opportunities might arise, not only
through physical geography, but also via factors such
as value chains, market access, consumer
preferences, labour availability and regulatory factors.
Sectoral scenario processes may kick-off with a
knowledge sharing workshop led by climate scientists
and sectoral experts with a grounding in climaterelated risks and opportunities, such as leading CREs.

1.4 Foster a futures mindset
Alongside a baseline understanding of climate-related
risks and opportunities, a futures mindset is key to
the success of scenario analysis. Participants need to

be clear about what they are (and are not) doing in
developing climate-related scenarios for the sector.
Perhaps of greatest importance in developing a
futures mindset is an often overlooked point made by
the TCFD – that scenario analysis is an explicitly
participatory process. It cannot be a service provided
to a group or an entity attempting to analyse its
climate-related risks and opportunities. Consultants
can facilitate, but key decision makers must engage
in the development and analysis of scenarios if they
are to be of value in assessing strategic resilience.
It should also be noted that scenarios are intended to
be a means of exploring plausible futures. They are
not probabilistic, so do not offer a view about the
likelihood of future outcomes.
We recommend sectors agree to adopt the TCFD
view of what scenarios are and are not when bringing
together stakeholders to participate in their scenario
development process (Figure 3).

Consistency and comparability: Define what scenarios are and are not
Products of external
consultants

Products of internal insight
and collaborative learning

Plausible alternative futures

Significantly different
views of the future
Specific, highly decisionfocused views of the future

Movies of the evolving
dynamics of the future

SCENARIOS
ARE

ARE
NOT

Probabilistic predictions

Variations around a single
reference case or value
Generalised views of feared
or desired futures
Snapshot descriptions of
an endpoint in time

Figure 3: What scenarios are and are not. The TCFD recommend applying these ‘rules of engagement’ in framing what
scenarios are and are not (adapted from 3). We recommend sectors do likewise in conducting their scenario analysis.
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1.5 Assess the context and external
environment
Before exploring how future events might plausibly
unfold it is important that participants reach a shared
understanding of the climate context the sector
currently operates within. This typically includes an
analysis of, at a sector level:
•
past and present sensitivity to acute and chronic
physical climate hazards, such as the impacts of
storms, heatwaves, droughts, or longer term
shifts in temperature, sea level, etc.;
•
past and present sensitivity to economic,
regulatory, legal, market and societal moves to
address climate change, such as emissions
pricing, shifts in consumer preferences, or
changes in energy and transport costs; and
•
how these climate-related trends and shifts have
interacted with wider driving forces of change to
influence outcomes, such as reducing the return
on investment in some market segments
compared to others, or increasing competition
for skilled staff.
This phase of the analysis is grounded in the past and
present (currently referred to in the draft of
NZ CS
1 as ‘actual impacts’), and with a relatively clear base
of qualitative (and perhaps quantitative) evidence to
support the conclusions reached. Starting off from a
solid footing of this nature is important given the level
of uncertainty involved.
It is important to regularly check in with adjacent
sectors to gauge their progress on scenario
development, and note any key developments which
need to be accounted for.

1.6 Follow up early and often
Stakeholders will need to be well facilitated through
the process of scenario analysis. Novelty will trigger
initial interest but cannot guarantee longer term
follow through. Stakeholders will not always
understand what is required of them and what will
come next in the process. They will need appropriate
support to achieve high-quality outcomes, most likely
through consulting support at least the first time a
sector undertakes the scenario analysis process.

Key outputs to document: Project
charter, briefing paper on climate
context
Clearly document participant roles and
responsibilities, planned project steps,
milestones and deliverables, and the
extent to which the project intends to
meet CRE modelling and data needs.

Document the findings of the sector’s
assessment of the climate context
and external environment, providing a
clear stepping off point for the project
and reference for CRE analysis.

Summary recommendations

1

Partner with government, iwi/Māori, industry bodies and/or philanthropic NGO’s to fund the early stages
of the work. Willing first movers in the sector will typically lend their support and provide additional
resources as momentum builds.

2

Convene a diverse leadership group with sufficient standing to legitimise the project. Ideally members of
the group should have the power to influence outcomes and effect change within and beyond the sector.

3

Employ facilitators to help navigate any points of contention that could create obstacles to free and frank
communication. Sectoral groups typically span diverse views and interests, requiring skilled facilitation in
order to maintain focus on the tasks at hand.

4

Seek diverse participation from outside the sector, both for leadership roles and in assessing the context
and external environment. Expect to seek input from additional perspectives, beyond those initially
envisaged.
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2. Set the focal question
Define the focus of the scenarios, their scope and time horizons
A focal question for the analysis should be
sufficiently broad to account for the
interests and concerns of all participants
without being so general as to undermine
the decision-relevance of the scenarios.
Sectors should consider adopting the
TCFD’s suggest focal question: “How could
climate change plausibly affect our [sector],
what should we do, and when?” If all
sectors use this question, at least initially,
this will promote greater comparability in
disclosures. Over time, sectors and CREs
may evolve to more detailed questions.

2.1 The purpose of a focal question
in sectoral scenario analysis
Any exploration of how future events might plausibly
unfold must be adequately bounded in order to reach
decision-relevant findings. Future possibilities are in
many respects limitless, so making choices at the
outset of a climate-related scenario analysis about
what is in scope, what is of greatest relevance to the
end users of disclosures, and what the analysis is
aiming to resolve will help to set some useful limits
around the work to follow. To this end, TCFD scenario
guidance recommends selecting a focal question
which pragmatically constrains the scope of the
scenarios while allowing sufficient flexibility to
explore future possibilities of interest to participants
and end-users.4
In the context of sectoral scenario analyses,
employing a focal question which is common to all
sectors would strengthen linkages across sectors,
and with climate-related risks and opportunities
analyses undertaken at national and international
scales.

Consistency and comparability: Use a
shared focal question across sectors
The TCFD define a focal question for use in climaterelated scenario analysis as: “How could climate
change plausibly affect our [sector], what should we do,
and when?”4
We recommend that all sectors use this question for
their first scenario analysis. This will improve the level
of comparability and coherence across disclosures.
Rigorous lines of enquiry flow from this question,
providing the scenarios with enough specificity to
support high-quality disclosures on the part of CREs.
These include:
• Which specific physical and transition risks and
opportunities are plausible for our sector?
• When, where and how could they materialise?
• What do entities in our sector need to know more
about in order to be better prepared?
• What could the sector collectively do to enhance its
climate resilience?

2.2 Define a workable scope
The scope of the scenario analysis is primarily
bounded by the focal question. There are
nevertheless key decisions to be taken regarding how
the focal question will be applied to subsequent driver
selection and data gathering stages. For example:
What role will international developments play in
climate outcomes for the sector? How will these be
represented in the scenarios? How will developments
affecting the value chain be factored into the
scenarios? Participants must decide what is in and
out of scope of the analysis, bearing in mind the
needs of CREs in making disclosures about the
impacts of risks and opportunities on their business
model, strategy, and financial position and
performance.
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2.3 Define a time horizon
When selecting time horizons, a range of factors
should be considered including emissions reduction
targets, the useful life of assets or infrastructure
commonly employed in the sector, and the availability
of supporting data. This is particularly important in
sectors where long-term investments in assets or
infrastructure are common. Sectors should also
challenge norms in selecting the time horizon for the
analysis, as climate-related risk and opportunity may
evolve over timescales beyond those of typical
planning processes.5 Sectors needing to consider
physical risk in greater detail may opt to extend the
timeline of their analysis. Post-2050, the physical
impacts of different IPCC Shared Socioeconomic
Pathways (SSPs) become much more pronounced,
providing greater insight into how novel risks may
emerge. It is also possible to reflect these long-term
impacts in short-term scenarios. While this is still
relatively uncommon in scenario analysis (due to the
tendency to rely on Integrated Assessment Model
(IAM) and other economic model outputs) it is
emerging as good practice.

Key outputs to document: Focal question,
scope and timeframes
Document the focal question the
scenarios will explore, and the details of
the scope of the analysis. These will
likely include the spatial boundaries of
the analysis, the timeframes of the
scenarios, and any notable ‘out of
scope’ exclusions.

Summary recommendations

1

Follow the TCFD guidance when selecting a focal question, starting with a core climate-related risk and
opportunity focus which aligns the analysis with work underway in other sectors and at a national scale.

2

Allow additional lines of enquiry to be developed and incorporated under the focal question as necessary.
These will help to fill knowledge gaps and anchor the analysis in the decision-specific requirements of
participating entities.

3

Scope the analysis in a way that makes sense to participants, allowing international or cross-sectoral
factors to play a role if they are essential to making sense of the future.

4

Set time horizons for the analysis which are relevant to the sector’s needs, both in strategic decision
making and in aligning with wider goals and objectives such as New Zealand’s legislated emissions
budgets and net-zero 2050 target.

5

Build the focal question into the framing of all project documentation, ensuring participants have a clear
and consistent understanding of their purpose when engaging in the work.
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3. Identify driving forces
Find the most significant and uncertain drivers of change
Driving forces (also known as ‘drivers’) are
typically broad scale factors which influence
the direction of future change. Understanding
which driving forces will have the greatest
influence in shaping outcomes for the sector
is an essential step in creating climate-related
scenarios. Assessing the level of uncertainty
surrounding each driving force will help to
define what each scenario should explore and
provide the key differentiating characteristics
between scenarios by allowing uncertainties
to play out in different ways.

3.1 Identify driving forces at
sectoral scale
Three questions typically underpin the identification
of driving forces in climate-related scenario
analysis:6
1.

What are the key factors which will influence
climate-related risks and opportunities?

2.

Will these factors be influential over the full time
horizon of the scenarios?

3.

Are the most influential factors certain and
predictable or can they evolve in markedly
different ways over time?

A framework commonly employed to facilitate the
identification of driving forces is a workshop-based
‘STEEP’ analysis. This calls on stakeholders to
interrogate Social, Technological, Economic,
Environmental and Political categories for driving
forces of relevance to the focal question. The
boundaries of each category are intentionally fluid
rather than restrictive. Given the mixed expertise and
experience of sectoral scenario analysis participants,
this fluidity is useful.
Driving forces need not be purely climate-based to
be relevant here. The key consideration is whether
each driver will influence how climate-related risks
and opportunities may affect the sector, so drivers
which fundamentally influence the sector as a whole
(such as the economic response to COVID-19) may
be relevant – in respect of their influence on the
sector’s capacity to respond to climate change.

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLES IN A NEW ZEALAND CONTEXT

SOCIAL

Demographics, social norms, lifestyle
trends, health, education, rural-urban
divide

Migration, attitudes to lifestyle and consumption,
distribution of wealth and opportunity, attitudes to
science and expertise

TECHNOLOGICAL

Research trends, emerging and/or
disruptive technologies, technology
uptake and market penetration

Biological methane inhibiting technologies, battery
storage and electricity distribution, development of
alternative or synthetic proteins

ECONOMIC

Macro and microeconomic policy, trade
settings, finance, capital allocation

Interest rates and capital costs, public and private
sector debt, trade settings and deals, value of exports

ENVIRONMENTAL

Climate change, biodiversity loss, water,
pollution, land use change, waste
management, energy

Physical climate impacts, freshwater regulation and
land use regulations, waste disposal options, energy
systems

POLITICAL

Climate policy, law, regulation, legal
liabilities, political attitudes and trends

Net-zero emissions targets, emissions regulations,
border settings and freedom of movement, legal
challenges

Table 1: STEEP categories with examples of driving forces in New Zealand (adapted from 7).
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3.2 Categorise driving forces for their
influence and uncertainty
Driving forces identified under the STEEP analysis
should be categorised for their relative influence and
uncertainty (Figure 4).8 The focal question should be
at the forefront of participants’ thinking in making
these categorisations.

Sectors may choose to plot driving force interactions
in a structured visual format, such as by creating a
simple conceptual model on a whiteboard in a
workshop setting (Figure 5).11 For example,
stakeholders might view the introduction of carbon
border taxes in target export markets as having an
influence on the sector’s market access, as might any
physical climate impacts abroad which alter the
availability of primary produce on global markets.
Taxes may impose barriers to market, but global
shortages may raise the value of exports on entry.

1. Value
chains
6. Ever stricter
rules on water
quality

5. Rising
transport
costs

Least uncertain

2. Costs of
finance and
insurance

3. Operating
models

4. Market
access

1. Frequent,
severe
droughts

4. Access to
migrant labour
Least influential

Influence

Most influential

Driving forces will typically vary with respect to the
influence they might have in determining outcomes
for a sector. Some will play fundamental roles while
others may only exert a marginal influence. Similarly,
drivers will vary for their level of predictability. Some
may be relatively stable and predictable over time,
such as age cohort distributions within populations.
Others may be relatively volatile and fluid. These are
known as ‘critical uncertainties’ when they are not
only volatile but highly influential, such as domestic
political upheaval or disruptive market events
affecting the sector. This blend of influence and
uncertainty provides a means of differentiating future
scenarios.

The mental models participants hold of these
interactions will determine their expectations
regarding the logic and coherence of scenarios.
Scenario analysis aims to challenge and enhance
participants’ mental models.10 Accounting for existing
mental models in scenario narratives ensures key
points of resonance that allow the scenarios to be
considered plausible, and thus relevant to
participants’ entity-level decision making.

2. New carbon
taxes in export
markets

3. Physical
climate
impacts
abroad

Uncertainty

Most uncertain

Figure 4: Plotting (illustrative) driving forces on axes of
influence and uncertainty for the agriculture sector.
Stakeholders have decided drivers 1 and 2 are the most
influential and uncertain. Driver 3 is considered uncertain but
less influential, driver 6 is considered highly influential and is felt
to be a near certain factor in all scenarios.

3.3 Understand views on how driving
forces influence outcomes

6. Ever stricter
rules on water
quality

1. Frequent,
severe
droughts

4. Availability
of labour
5. Rising
operating
costs

2. Carbon
border taxes in
export
markets

3. Physical
climate
impacts
abroad

Figure 5: A simple conceptual model. This simple model
illustrating how driving forces interact with each other, and key
factors internal to the sector, can help to clarify discussions and
progress scenario development, and in later stages, also
communicate quantification needs to modellers. (This example
is purely illustrative).

It is useful at this stage of the process to elicit
participants’ views on how the most relevant driving
forces interact with the sector, and with each other, to
influence future outcomes. These driving forces
typically occupy the top half of Figure 4.9
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Making a conceptual model is not essential, and
some may feel it is too difficult a task to attempt.
However, those that do choose to do so will find it a
very helpful reference point in subsequent scenario
development steps. By illustrating how participants
see the sector in relation to the key driving forces
they have identified, a conceptual model makes
explicit the otherwise implicit views of stakeholders
regarding the plausible future developments each
driver may trigger. This allows different scenarios to
be shown visually, their implications to be discussed
in group settings, and even for their key variables to
be quantified if the appropriate data and expertise are
available to do so. Simple models like this also
provide a useful entry point to modelling for those
undertaking scenario analysis for the first time. More
sophisticated, semi-quantitative and other systems
modelling techniques are readily available should the
resources and capacity be available to employ
12
them.

3.4 Use scenario axes to develop a
scenario matrix

‘Disorderly’
Higher transition risk,
lower physical risk
scenario

‘Too little too late’
Higher transition and
physical risk scenario

‘Orderly’
Lower transition and
physical risk scenario

‘Hothouse world’
Higher physical risk,
lower transition risk
scenario

Consistency and comparability: Use
axes of physical and transition risk
Selecting axes which enable scenarios to be
developed on the basis of temperature outcomes is
the most practical option to get the climate-related
scenario analysis process underway. We recommend
sectors select scenario axes of ‘Physical risks’ and
‘Transition risks’, as described in TCFD guidance and
illustrated by the NGFS. Doing so across all sectors
would:
• Ensure coherence in approach between sectors
• Signal commonalities in data needs and
applications to data providers
• Link scenarios to existing scenario narratives and
quantitative projections available globally,
providing a high-level steer on their development
Driving forces can readily be framed within a physical
vs transition risk scenario matrix using logical
inference. For instance, in a world of higher physical
and lower transition risk, how would the sector’s
market access be affected? Thinking through how
driving forces would play out under the logic of each
quadrant in the scenario matrix is a first step toward
scenario development (see Figure 7).
Placing the conceptual model of the sector and its
key driving forces in quadrants helps to identify which
quadrants are the most challenging. It also highlights
which questions might need to be explored further in
order to better understand the implications of each
quadrant for the sector.

Lower

Transition risk

Higher

Scenario axes are used to structure the development
of a matrix which provides ‘scenario themes’ or
‘logics’.13 The most influential and uncertain drivers –
those that can change most about how the scenarios
play out – are typically chosen as scenario axes. In
the context of sectoral climate-related scenario
analysis in New Zealand, the most influential and
uncertain drivers of change are physical and
transition risk (Figure 6).

Using these axes to create a scenario matrix will align
the scenarios with those developed by the Network for
Greening the Financial System (NGFS).14 Sectors
should use these scenario themes to structure
thinking on the development of scenario narratives.
Doing so will enhance the consistency and
comparability of scenarios across the economy.

Lower

Physical risk

Higher

Figure 6: A scenario matrix. This matrix maps physical and
transition risk drivers against each other to create scenario
themes. The scenario theme names are from the NGFS.
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Key outputs to document: Scenario axes, prioritised driving forces, and a
conceptual model
Document the driving forces elicited from
participants, and their ranking for
influence and uncertainty, and the axes
the scenarios will be structured around.

Where scenario participants have opted
to develop a conceptual model of the
sector and its relationship to the drivers,
this should also be documented.

‘Disorderly’
Higher transition
risk, lower physical
risk scenario

‘Too little too late’
Higher transition
and physical risk
scenario

‘Orderly’
Lower transition
and physical risk
scenario

‘Hothouse world’
Higher physical
risk, lower
transition risk
scenario

Lower

Transition risk

Higher

Driving forces under a higher physical risk, lower
transition risk scenario
1. Value
chains

2. Costs of
finance and
insurance

6. Ever stricter
rules on water
quality

3. Operating
models

1. Frequent,
severe
droughts

4. Availability
of labour
Lower

Physical risk

Higher

5. Rising
operating
costs

4. Market
access

2. Carbon
border taxes in
export
markets

3. Physical
climate
impacts
abroad

Figure 7: Evaluating the implications of each quadrant. The interaction of driving forces under a higher physical risk, lower transition
risk scenario are explored using the conceptual model of Figure 5. Carbon taxes may play a much lesser role (if any) in market access,
but severe droughts and physical impacts domestically and abroad are amplified in their influence on outcomes relative to other
scenarios. The different weights and styles of the arrows between concepts illustrate differences brought on by this quadrant.

Summary recommendations

1

Elicit driving forces in an open, participatory setting, encouraging inputs from a wide cross-section of
perspectives. The more, and more varied driving forces initially contributed, the better – these provide
useful insights when developing narratives.

2

Facilitate the process of assigning influence and uncertainty to driving forces carefully, in particular what
is meant by ‘uncertainty’ in driving forces.

3

Where participants opt to develop a conceptual model it is important to account for differences of opinion
on consequence and influence. Negotiating a shared view of the sector can require skilled facilitation.
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4. Select outcomes & pathways
Multiple pathways to each temperature outcome generates scenario diversity
Scenarios need to describe not only an
outcome, but the path taken to reach it.
There can be many, markedly different
pathways to the same ultimate
outcome, with divergent risks and
opportunities accompanying each
pathway.

4.1 Select outcomes and pathways
The TCFD recommends that organisations describe
the resilience of their strategies in relation to climaterelated scenarios which focus primarily on
temperature outcomes.15 The current draft of NZ CS
1 follows this approach, requiring climate reporting
entities to employ, at a minimum, a 1.5°C scenario
and a greater than 2°C scenario in their scenario
analyses.
Relationship to Paris Agreement 2050
emission reduction targets
1.5°C

‘Disorderly’
Scenario

‘Too little too late’
Scenario
CO2e

CO2e

High

2050

2050

Low

‘Hothouse World’
Scenario
CO2e

‘Orderly’
Scenario
CO2e

Transition risk

>2.0°C

2050

Low

Physical risk

2050

High

Temperature outcomes may be realised via different
emissions pathways (Figure 8), in turn generating
different transition risk profiles. Pathways describing
a relatively orderly reduction of emissions will lead to
risks and opportunities falling at different times and
of different magnitudes than relatively disorderly
emissions reduction pathways. Selecting outcome
and pathway combinations which challenge the
sector to the greatest extent is recommended.16

Consistency and comparability:
At least three outcome and pathway
combinations
Sectors that explore multiple emissions reductions
pathways leading to 1.5°C and greater than 2°C
outcomes will provide CREs with a greater range of
options in selecting challenging scenarios for use in
their own entity-level disclosures.
Combinations of emissions reduction pathways
leading to a higher physical risk outcome (>2°C)
could be developed to illustrate transition/physical
risk interaction.
Similarly, different emissions reduction pathways
aligning with a 1.5°C outcome will illustrate different
aspects of transition risk and opportunity for CREs.
The NGFS provide guidance describing their
development and use of outcome and pathway
combinations,17 with the TCFD also offering guidance
on the role and value of pathways in promoting
scenario diversity.18

Figure 8: A scenario matrix developed using the NGFS
scenario axes (Adapted from 17). The graphs are illustrative of
different emissions reduction pathways which broadly align
with 1.5°C and >2°C temperature outcomes.
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4.2 Start with the fundamentals and
build a richer picture over time
The first iteration of a sectoral scenario analysis will
likely cover the foundational aspects of climaterelated risks and opportunities that participating
entities see as most relevant and challenging. These
are vital foundations and are important to focus on. It
will be beneficial for sectors to select a greater
diversity of outcome and pathway combinations over
time, and to revisit and update those already
completed, to build a richer understanding of the
plausible evolution of climate-related risks and
opportunities.

Key outputs to document: Temperature
outcomes and emissions pathways
Document which temperature outcomes
and emissions reductions pathway
combinations have been selected for the
scenario analysis. A brief explanation of
the rationale underpinning why these
have been chosen will likely be of benefit
to CREs in making judgements on the
work they will undertake at entity level.

An additional dimension that is relevant to New
Zealand sectors (and all those in ‘small emitter’
countries), are scenarios where New Zealand
achieves net-zero but the rest of the world does not,
and vice-versa, where the rest of the world achieves
net-zero but New Zealand does not.
However, this degree of nuance and sophistication
reflects a maturity in approach that may take time to
achieve. It may also prove to be challenging in
respect to quantification of key scenario variables,
but will nevertheless make a valuable contribution to
CRE understanding of the plausible evolution of
climate-related risks and opportunities over time.

Summary recommendations

1

Be clear about the role of temperature outcomes in defining each scenario. Scenarios typically gain a
name and various other distinguishing characteristics as they move through the development process,
but it will be important for preparers and end users of disclosures to understand each scenario’s
temperature outcome at a glance.

2

Make explicit reference to pathways developed internationally, illustrating how the pattern of emissions
reduction they follow have informed the development of each scenario’s pathway.

3

Exploring alternative pathways to the same temperature outcome is particularly important in the analysis
of potential future transition risks and opportunities. Taking the time to develop narratives and
quantitative measures around these pathways will enhance the quality of subsequent disclosures.

4

Look deeply into what will challenge existing strategies in the most meaningful way and attempt to find
pathways which touch on strategic stress points. The aim of the exercise is ultimately to help CREs to
understand what (if anything) they could adapt in their business model and strategy to make them more
resilient to plausible future change.
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5. Draft narratives & quantify
Develop compelling scenario narratives, and where appropriate, quantify them
Scenarios are plausible stories of the future
which illustrate key developments relevant
to strategic decision making. Drafting
narratives that provide a rich, compelling
illustration of the outcomes and pathways
selected will bring alive plausible future
events. Quantification of appropriate
aspects of each narrative will assist entities
to later characterise the financial impacts of
climate-related risks and opportunities.

The driving forces elicited in Step 3, and any
conceptual model participants develop of how forces
interact with each other and the sector, provide the
raw materials to begin the drafting process with.

5.1 Draft scenario narratives

5.2 Quantification

The TCFD provides extensive guidance on how to
draft scenario narratives in a creative and compelling
way.19 It is important to bear in mind that higher-level
scenarios and assumptions can and should be used
to structure thinking on the development of scenario
narratives, and provide a stepping off point for more
in-depth analyses at sector or entity scale. Section 5.3
and Figure 9 (p.21) illustrate how higher-level
scenarios, pathways and projections can be
employed to this effect. An example of how a
narrative might be developed is provided by the
Aotearoa Circle marine scenarios.20

There are many aspects of climate-related scenarios
that lend themselves to quantification, at all stages of
the process from inputs to outputs. Data projections
that illustrate key aspects of the issues raised under
each narrative often help to clarify what the full
implications of the scenario may be, and can also
help CREs to extrapolate what the impacts of the
scenario could be in their specific, ultimately financial,
context.

Fostering collective buy-in to what is an inherently
creative process will depend on participants
continuing to view the process and its outputs
favourably, making sound stakeholder management a
critical consideration. Above all else, a scenario
narrative must evoke a compelling, plausible and
internally consistent vision of future developments. It
may be relatively brief and concise, or a richly
developed and evocative ‘movie of the future’. In
either case it should not aim to describe everything.
Rather, it should focus on what matters the most to
the participants and their key internal and external
audiences – among which primary users of
disclosures are preeminent.

This approach to scenario analysis is a primarily
qualitative one, particularly in its early iterations. It
places a greater emphasis on ensuring the narratives
resonate with participants as they will need to use
these narratives in subsequent assessments of the
resilience of their own individual strategies.

The TCFD nevertheless offer a strong note of caution
that expectations should be managed and
uncertainties acknowledged when attempting to
quantify scenarios.21
Quantification might be undertaken via estimation,
extrapolation, modelling or statistical analysis. It is
therefore essential to document the methods
employed in quantifying the scenarios.
The most efficient means of quantifying aspects of a
narrative may be through drawing on publicly
available projections, pathways or higher-level
scenarios which share the scenario’s core
assumptions, such as warming trajectory, emissions,
economic development patterns or specific policy
choices.22 There are important caveats and
limitations to bear in mind when combining these
outputs. These are discussed further in section 5.3
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Where these data are too broad to be relevant,
specialist modelling which illustrates the evolution of
factors of interest can be undertaken to generate
sector-specific quantification (where time, resources,
data and expertise allow). Taking this option can be
useful, as the outputs will be specifically tailored to
the needs and interests of sectoral participants. This
type of modelling is typically exploratory in nature,
but can nevertheless support initial assessments of
the potential financial impacts accompanying a
given narrative. If going down this route, employing a
conceptual model developed at Step 3 will be useful
in communicating to modellers:
•

what it is that participants would like to quantify,
and for what purpose;

•

how they envisage the sector and its most
influential driving forces function and are
structured; and

•

where existing models might most readily plug in
to provide externally calibrated and validated
inputs.

5.3 Drawing on higher-level
scenarios, pathways and projections
As discussed above, rather than starting from a blank
page, sectors should develop their scenarios by
incorporating relevant elements of the building blocks
and assumptions provided by work already done at
higher levels. This will include the IPCC’s global
scenarios and pathways, the NGFS scenarios,
International Energy Agency (IEA) scenarios, and
scenarios and projections of relevance in Aotearoa
New Zealand that will help the sector to explore the
implications of climate-related risks and opportunities
in a domestic context.
As with much of scenario analysis, drawing on these
higher-level sources of plausible future pathways is
as much of an art as it is a science. The IPCC, NGFS,
IEA and others have developed projections for factors
ranging from global average temperature, to the price
of carbon, global trade settings, or land use change,
over multiple decades or even centuries. The various
agencies and organisations involved in this work have
done so for a range of different purposes, using
different methodologies and assumptions. It is
therefore essential to check that these are broadly
aligned when combining scenarios (see Appendix 1).

The benefits of nesting sectoral scenario
development within the guide rails provided by higherlevel scenarios, pathways and projections include:
•

the findings of higher-level work can set useful
markers of the direction of travel a scenario
should take given a set of base assumptions;

•

drawing logical connections from global to
national and sectoral scale will provide useful
building blocks for CREs to draw on in completing
their own scenario analysis at entity scale; and

•

the comparability of sectoral scenarios will be
greatly enhanced where sectors employ common
assumptions and building blocks. For example,
what an ‘Orderly’ scenario looks like for banking
will make most sense to insurance or agriculture
where all have drawn on the IPCC SSP1-1.9, the
NGFS ‘Net zero emissions’ scenario, and
projections of physical impact for New Zealand
using low end Representative Concentration
Pathway (RCP) such as 2.6 (or 1.9 when it
becomes available).

Consistency and comparability:
Use a shared scenario architecture
We recommend sectors adopt a shared scenario
architecture when combining higher-level building
blocks and assumptions to develop their scenarios
(Figure 9). This involves moving down from global
climate and socioeconomic pathways through to
energy and emissions pathways, and on to national
scale projections of impacts and policy responses,
nesting the work of the IPCC with that of the NGFS,
IEA, and domestic data providers such as He Pou a
Rangi, Manaaki Whenua, GNS, NIWA and others
involved in climate-related research and impact
analysis, including academics and research groups.
Figure 9 provides a framework for selecting these
higher level building blocks, and Figure 11 in Appendix
1 provides some broad scenario architectures that
sectors can draw on in combining these building
blocks to build their own scenarios.
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EXAMPLE SOURCES:
IPCC Shared Socioeconomic
Pathway scenarios23
NGFS scenarios for central
banks24; IEA World Energy Outlook
Scenarios25
Physical impact projections for NZ26,
He Pou a Rangi transition scenarios27
Business NZ Energy Council Scenarios
TIMES model, 28 Fisheries and Aquaculture
scenarios,29 Insurance Council Scenarios30
Firm level assessment of resilience of
business model and strategy via exploratory
scenario analysis

SCENARIO SOURCE MATERIAL:

Global climate and socioeconomics

Global energy & emissions pathways

Physical & transition impacts

Sector-specific factors

CRE’s strategy

TYPES OF DATA:
Global average watts/m2
by 2100; macroeconomics,
global GDP, demographics
Energy sources/demand, peak
emissions carbon prices, trade policies
transport modes, land use, etc.
NZ statistical and dynamical downscaled
physical impact data; NZ projections of
energy and carbon cost, land use change, etc.
Sector-specific climate-related scenarios,
exploring the impacts of physical and
transition risks and opportunities

Semi-quantitative analysis of the impacts of climaterelated risks and opportunities on the strategy, business
model, financial position and performance of the CRE

Figure 9: A shared architecture for structuring and beginning to quantify various aspects of a scenario narrative. This
architecture combines higher level, publicly available scenarios and projections to provide some broad guide rails for sectors to
use in developing their own scenarios. If the underlying assumptions and building blocks each sector employs in developing
their own scenarios are consistent, then the subsequent analyses undertaken will more readily align, and primary users will be in
a position to compare findings more readily.

Key outputs to document: Scenario narratives, quantification, and process
The narratives accompanying each
scenario, including any data which have
been developed or collated in support of
the narrative.

A brief description of the process followed in
developing the narratives (and any quantification)
should be included to explain the work undertaken to
CREs and primary users.

Summary recommendations

1

Be clear that the purpose of quantifying scenarios is to support the evaluation of strategy resilience, not to
discover the precise future values of key variables. The degree of uncertainty accompanying scenario
quantification is not always mathematically explicit, typically making the resulting data unsuitable for
probabilistic analysis.

2

Describe how each scenario unfolds over the entire timeframe selected for the analysis rather than simply
focusing on specific time-slices or endpoints. Sense-check the assumptions involved in developing the
narratives against the driving forces material, and against the guide rails provided by the higher-level
scenarios, pathways and projections of the specific architecture used.

3

Incorporate secondary research providing additional depth and detail wherever possible. Academic
literature and industry analyses often explore potential future developments in considerable depth and can
provide compelling specialist insights.

4

Ensure at the outset of the scenario development process (i.e. project charter negotiation stage) that the
type and level of granularity of any quantification to be undertaken by participating entities is made
explicit.

5

Take an iterative approach to quantification, building greater ambition and sophistication into scenario
analyses over time.
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6. Quality check & review
Sectoral scenarios should be clearly documented, designed in a way that has
regard for entity-level analysis, and updated regularly
Sectoral scenarios aren’t intended to be a
perfect window on the future, nor to
completely remove the need for scenario
analysis by individual CREs. Instead, they
provide a common reference point to
improve the consistency and comparability
of entity level disclosures.

6.1 Quality checking
The TCFD sets out 12 factors through which to
assess the quality of scenarios.31 This checklist can
also be a helpful means of monitoring the integrity of
the scenario development process as it unfolds.
A built-in review process including regular milestone
updates with project leadership is useful to ensure
quality expectations are met and scheduling aligns
with CRE disclosure requirements.
Inviting participation from across sectoral boundaries
to incorporate the views and perspectives of those in
the value chain provides a further check and balance
on quality and coherence.
Finally, ensuring that the scenario development
process is fully documented, and its outputs are
transparent and publicly accessible is vital to its
credibility.

Consistency and comparability:
Publish the scenarios in a final report
We recommend sectors complete a final report
detailing the steps taken in the development of the
scenarios, and the scenarios themselves. The report
should be made publicly available for all CREs to
access. CREs will need to have a clear line of sight
over the development of the scenarios in order to
interrogate and (where necessary) amend them for
disclosure purposes. Making the scenarios public will
maximise their inter-sectoral reach and enhance
transparency.

6.2 The role of sectoral scenarios in
CRE disclosure
One of the key purposes of developing scenarios at
sectoral scale is to reduce the burden on CREs in
preparing their first NZ CS 1 Strategy disclosures. The
scenarios developed by sectors therefore need to be
fit for this purpose.
Under the current draft of NZ CS 1, CREs will need to
use scenario analysis to evaluate the resilience of
their strategy and business model under a minimum
of one 1.5°C scenario and one >2°C scenario. The
scenarios developed by sectors should aim to provide
the high-level ingredients required for this work, giving
CREs the ability to subsequently analyse in greater
detail the climate-related risks and opportunities the
scenarios raise as necessary.
Sectoral scenarios cannot explore the implications of
climate-related risks and opportunities to the level of
detail CREs require. CREs will need to conduct their
own analysis of the implications of the sectoral
scenarios. Guidance on individual CRE level scenario
analysis (with or without sectoral scenarios to call on)
will be available in conjunction with the publication of
NZ CS 1.
The approach CREs can take in employing sectoral
scenarios is described in Figure 10. Effectively, CREs
can take the process steps and outputs of sectoral
scenarios and sense-check them for use at entity
level, adding detail and amending them as required.
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SECTORAL SCENARIO ANALYSIS

1

Engage
stakeholders

2

3

Set the focal
question

Identify
driving forces

4

5

Select
outcomes and
pathways

Draft
narratives and
quantify

6

Quality check
and review

PROVIDING AT LEAST THREE SECTOR-LEVEL SCENARIOS
Disorderly scenario

Too little too late scenario

2050

CO2e

CO2e

Hothouse scenario

CO2e

CO2e

Orderly scenario

2050

2050

2050

ENTITY LEVEL SCENARIO ANALYSIS

1

Engage internal
stakeholders
and assess the
external
environment

Engage the Board
or governance
body as project
sponsors, and task
Senior Leaders
and Management
to undertake entitylevel scenario
analysis.
Review risks and
opportunities put
forward by the
sectoral analysis;
add any entityspecific risks and
opportunities
CREs see as
requiring further
analysis.
The entity must
place itself into
the scenario in
order to assess its
strategic resilience.

2

Validate the
focal question
and scope –
tailor for CRE
strategy &
business model
assessment

Validate the focal
question and
scope of the
sectoral scenario
analysis.
Note any
amendments
required to tailor
the scenarios with
respect to their:
• time horizon,
• geography,
• technology,
market or
value chain
coverage,
in order to address
the entity’s specific
need to assess the
resilience of its
business model,
strategy and
financial planning.

3

Review driving
forces,
providing
additional
drivers as
necessary

Review driving
forces and assess
their interaction
with the entity’s
business model
and strategy.
Note any
additional driving
forces which the
entity may want to
account for in their
own analysis.

4

Review
outcomes and
pathways,
develop
additional
combinations
as necessary

Check the scenario
outcomes and
pathways selected
at sectoral scale
are sufficiently
relevant and
challenging for the
entity.
Develop additional
outcome and
pathway
combinations if
deemed necessary
to explore climaterelated risks and
opportunities which
may be material to
the entity’s
business model
and strategy.

5

Refine
narratives and
quantify to suit
entity-specific
needs

Refine the sectoral
scenario narratives
to incorporate
specific reference
to the entity,
following each
scenario’s internal
logic and depicting
a plausible
pathway through
time from the
present to the
scenario outcome.
If required,
generate new,
entity-specific
data illustrating the
implications of the
scenarios for the
entity’s business
model, strategy
and financial
planning, if doing
so is feasible and
adds value.

6

Apply scenario
insights in
strategic
management

Document the
implications of the
scenarios for the
entity’s business
model and
strategy.
Investigate and
prioritise options to
address these
implications,
developing
Transition and
Adaptation Plan
aspects of strategy
as needed.
Monitor signals of
change to identify
trends.
Review, reiterate.

Figure 10: The relationship of sectoral scenarios with CRE scenario analysis and disclosure. Sectoral scenario analysis should
result in the development of at least three (of the four available) temperature/emissions pathway combinations for CREs to use.
Following this approach will allow CREs to nest under the work undertaken at sectoral level to assess the resilience of their business
model and strategy. At each of the six steps of the TCFD scenario analysis process there is further work for CREs to undertake in
evaluating the extent to which the sectoral scenarios meet their needs. However, this task is anticipated to be significantly less
onerous than undertaking scenario analysis from scratch, and offers the additional benefit of CREs working from a shared scenario
architecture. This will result in the assumptions underpinning scenario disclosures being more closely aligned across CREs, making
disclosures more readily comparable for primary users, and preventing any given CRE from inadvertently using incompatible
assumptions.
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6.3 Reiteration and review
Scenarios typically have a limited shelf-life and should
be regularly reviewed and revised.32 Sectors will need
to determine for themselves how frequently they
choose to review and reiterate the scenario
development process, and may opt to develop
additional outcome and pathway combinations if they
find the scenarios they have initially developed are
still suitable for CRE needs.
As the process of scenario development is reiterated,
it is anticipated that the knowledge and experience of
participants will improve, allowing for greater
ambition and sophistication in scenario development.

Key outputs to document: Final report,
including reiteration and review plan
A final published report which captures
the outputs of prior scenario analysis
process steps should be compiled for
publication.

The report should outline any quality
assurance steps taken, and provide
details of the reiteration and review plan.

The TCFD also anticipate that the quantification of
financial impacts of climate-related risks and
opportunities at entity level will become more robust
as tools, methods and internal capacities mature.33
Sectors should aim to facilitate analyses of greater
detail and sophistication at CRE level over time
through work undertaken at sectoral level, by taking
such steps as commissioning advice, modelling or
procuring data.

Summary recommendations

1

Engage external peer reviewers to help bolster the rigor and robustness of quality checking and review
processes. External perspectives will offer a useful counterpoint to any ‘group think’ that might have
inadvertently set in.

2

Agree on review and reiteration periods with scenario participants. If sectors opt to reiterate the scenario
process on a three-year cycle, building in interim monitoring processes to determine the role sectoral
scenarios are playing in CRE disclosure is likely to be of value.

3

Check for consistency in the handling of drivers, pathways, outcomes, narratives and quantification
across different sector scenarios as and when they become available.

4

Sectors could make efforts to monitor what CREs are disclosing, checking for additional areas that
subsequent iterations of sectoral scenarios may need to address, or major discrepancies between CRE
disclosures and sectoral scenario outputs.
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Appendix 1:
Scenario architectures
Employing shared architectures will help sectors to produce broadly
aligned scenarios
Origins of the architectures
The ‘Orderly’, ‘Disorderly’, ‘Hothouse World’, and ‘Too
Little Too Late’ architectures illustrated below are
loosely based on the structure of the NGFS climate
scenarios. As described in 3.4 above, this approach to
envisioning futures which are differentiated via the

Global climate and
socioeconomics
Global energy and
emissions pathways
NZ Physical and
transition impacts
NZ Sector-specific factors
Entity-specific analysis

Global climate and
socioeconomics
Global energy and
emissions pathways
NZ Physical and
transition impacts
NZ Sector-specific factors
Entity-specific analysis

scale of physical and transition risk they embody is
gaining traction globally. Adopting it as the structure
for sectoral scenarios in New Zealand will help to align
sectors with global financial climate-related risk
analysis practices.
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Figure 11: Scenario architectures. Broadly aligned sets of scenarios, pathways and projections can form a shared
architecture for sectoral scenarios. These provide high-level assumptions and building blocks which are plausible and broadly
coherent, and can be used to paint a picture of the world an entity might find itself in. It should be noted that the NGFS use
three different IAMs to generate the data associated with the scenarios they have developed. Modellers have used a
prescribed set of assumptions and inputs in generating these data. Of necessity, the assumptions and inputs set out above
differ from those of the NGFS. However, the NGFS provide technical documentation describing these inputs and assumptions if
sectors wish to evaluate the utility of employing NGFS IAM data in quantifying their scenarios.
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Using the architectures: Key points
and caveats to bear in mind
Employing shared building block assumptions across
all sectors will provide important coherence between
the scenarios they develop. However, there are several
key points to bear in mind when employing this
architecture.

Ultimately, the responsibility for sourcing, validating
or generating data appropriate to the analysis of
climate-related risk and opportunity lies with those
tasked with developing scenarios and disclosing their
findings.

Firstly, bringing together work undertaken by different
groups for different purposes is a necessarily
imprecise undertaking. Several of the global level
projections and pathways included in the architectures
above cover similar ground, with NGFS and IEA
scenarios both addressing energy and transport at
global scale, while He Pou a Rangi do so for New
Zealand. These have not been designed to be
integrated, and will not neatly align. While a perfect
reconciliation of the outputs of these various different
projections, pathways and global scenarios is
therefore unrealistic, neither is it necessary where the
aim at sectoral level is simply a broad-brush framing of
plausible future outcomes in a few key factors of
interest.
Secondly, the practicalities of working with available
data mean that several of the design rules of higherlevel scenarios and projections may need to be broken.
For instance, NGFS scenario outputs are currently all
based on the use of IPCC SSP 2, in combination with
the previous generation of IPCC RCPs. The new
generation of IPCC scenarios supersedes these, but
there will of necessity be a time lag between their
release and their uptake in the next generation of
NGFS scenarios.
Similarly, the previous IPCC RCPs form the foundation
of New Zealand’s currently available physical impact
projections. Over the timescales and spatial
resolutions of interest to CREs these differences may
prove to be negligible, but they are nevertheless
important to acknowledge.
These caveats and health warnings aside, the broad
groupings of high level data presented here can and
should be used to structure thinking on the
development of scenario narratives, or provide a
stepping off point for more in-depth analyses at sector
or entity scale. Waiting for all providers of higher-level
scenarios, pathways and projections to align on
methods, inputs and assumptions would require
sectors to (perhaps fruitlessly) wait many years, or
draw on a much narrower range of inputs.
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